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IN THE COURT OF SUB DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE(M)
BILASIPARA

PRESENT: Sri Bidyut Medhi,AJS

GR 49/08
u/s 279/337/338/304 A IPC .

State of Assam...................Prosecution.

      -vs-

     Pinku Shah..................Accused

Ld. Advocates:

For the prosecution,Md. Rasidul Islam Ld. APP.

For the accused: Amiya Kr. Nath, Ld. Advocates

Date of Evidence: 05.09.16, 06.03.17, 09.08.17, 28.08.17

Date of Argument: 12.01.18

Date of Judgment: 12.01.18

     JUDGMENT

Brief fact of the case:

1. The informant Abdul Aziz filed an FIR alleging that on 26-

09-08 at 6 AM while her wife Rakiya Bibi and her 8 years old

daughter Moniyar Begum were going for morning walk at 31

National  Highway  one  vehicle  bearing  number  AS  17/6166

coming  from Chapar  towards  Bagaribari  hit  her  from behind

and  as  a  result  of  which  his  wife  died  on  the  spot  and  his

daughter was seriously injured. Hence, this case.

2. Police after investigation filed charge sheet under section

279/337/338/304 A IPC.

3. Accordingly  particulars  of  offence  under  section

279/337/338/304 A  IPC was explained to the accused person to

which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.
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4. After  the  prosecution  evidence  the  examination  under

section 313 Cr.P.C. is found not necessary.

Points for determination:

1. Whether the accused person had driven the vehicle in  
such rash and negligent manner as to endanger the life or
likely to cause hurt or injury to any person?

2. Whether the accused person did any act in a rash and  
negligent manner so as to cause hurt to the daughter of 
the informant?

3. Whether the accused person did any act in a rash and  
negligent  manner so as to cause grievous hurt  to the  
daughter of the informant?

4. Whether the accused person did any act in a rash and  
negligent manner so as to cause death to the wife of the 
informant?

Decision discussion and reasons thereof:

5. The  prosecution  has  examined  as  many  as  seven
witnesses in support of its case.

6. PW1, Abdul  Aziz  in his  evidence has stated exactly the

same thing as that of the FIR. He has stated that on 26-09-08 at

6 AM while her wife Rakiya Bibi and her 8 years old daughter

Moniyar  Begum were going for  morning walk  at  31 National

Highway one vehicle bearing number AS 17/6166 coming from

chapar towards Bagaribari hit her from behind and as a result

of  which  his  wife  died  on  the  spot  and  his  daughter  was

seriously  injured.  He has  exhibited the  FIR  as  Exhibit  1  and

Exhibit 1(1) as his signature. In his cross examination he has

stated that he has not seen the occurrence. 
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7. PW2,  Mohammed  Hussain,  the  seizure  witness  in  his

evidence has stated that he had signed while one Maruti 800

being seized. 

8. None of the other witnesses have seen the occurrence.

9. From the evidence given by the prosecution side it  has

become clear that there is no clear evidence that the accused

person had driven the vehicle in a rash and negligent manner

so as to cause death to the wife of the informant.

10. Therefore,  I  am  of  the  considered  opinion  that  the

prosecution has failed to prove any of the allegations against

the accused person beyond reasonable doubt.

11. Accordingly the accused person is acquitted from all the

allegations against him.  The bail bond shall remain in force for

another period of six months. 

12. Given under my hand and seal of the Court on this 12th

January, 2018.

Bidyut Medhi
    (SDJM-M, Bilasipara) 
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